
Proxios Use Cases

Use Case: Security 
When Time is of the Essence

Security threats, such as CryptoLocker, are top of mind for all of us, and Proxios provides relief for these concerns by 
staying on top of the latest threats, and offering some of the most advanced enterprise class security systems available.  
In the case of CryptoLocker, Proxios takes a “snapshot” of your file system that provides secure, instantaneous recovery.  
Typical restore processes can take days – time your company doesn’t have to waste.  Proxios is armed and ready to focus 
a solution by the type of threat.

A typical workday never seems to be typical.  Whether it’s due to interoffice changes, or external forces, sometimes we find ourselves focusing more 
on how to keep operations running rather than our business.  Yet, when it comes to the success of your company, the show must go on smoothly, 
no matter what.

Proxios recognizes that IT infrastructure often holds companies back from what they do best.  We understand that the unexpected happens, and 
we are proactive and always prepared.  We have commercialized IT into a highly reliable, mobile, secure, and cost effective service.  You can rely 
on our stability, even at a time when everything else is feeling rather unstable.

Use Case: Business Continuity 
Business as Usual when the Unexpected Occurs

Oftentimes, the success of a company is based on the job consistently getting done on-time.  When a time-sensitive  
business faces the unexpected – a fire, power outage, flood, or other disaster, is it possible to conduct business as usual?  
It has to be.  Proxios allows you to not miss a beat.  With software applications and “virtual” file cabinets safely housed 
in Proxios’ cloud, and accessible from any computer, employees can safely and securely continue their work from home.  
If a temporary workspace needs to be set up, Proxios enables you to quickly set this up with full access to your email, 
applications, and data. 

Use Case: Onboarding New Offices
Efficiently Adapting to Change 

When an acquisition is in process, getting an organization up and running can take weeks, if not months.  When the deal 
goes through, it’s important for changes to be implemented quickly.  Employees and workflow must get off the ground 
and running fast.  Proxios takes the burden off the company and allows staff and satellite offices to be completely up and 
running in 24 hours – this includes phones, desktops, and whatever is needed to start as soon as possible.  A normal 
organization can take 10 times that long, so this extra time is a strong advantage for smooth business operations.

Use Case: Application Hosting
What You Need to Get the Job Done – When You Need It 

Your staff needs the right tools to successfully complete projects.  Acquiring individual business access to applications 
can be a long, inconvenient process, and it may also involve purchasing a three-year license.  This is not the case with 
Proxios Application Hosting.  Clients can instantly gain access to necessary industry-specific applications, in a  
cost-effective manner.  When the application is no longer needed, access can be ended as easily and quickly as it was 
started, so that time and money are not wasted.  In addition, Proxios’ Application Hosting solution includes network 
management, end point protection, and unified communications.  
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